THET – Central Hill Estate Enhancements
Consultation received a Total of 39 Responses.

Q3 In what areas would you most like to see improvements?
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4. Are there other areas you would like to suggest for environmental / security enhancements on
Central Hill and why?
There were 21 responses made to this question:
Please fix the leaking roofs
I think spend money on new estate when finished
More enforcement for flytipping. It is a huge problem on the estate. It's such a lovely estate and the
cleaners work really hard to keep it looking so nice. It's a shame that flytippers feel they can come
here whenever they want.
Appropriate care and signals of rubbish and fly tipping so residents cannot dispose them around the
community areas in the estate.
The filth around the bins is the most important thing for me be got under control. The refuse areas
are absolutely disgusting. Cycle storage would be very useful. (I wasn't able to untick the outdoor
gym on the list - it would be nice but bins and bikes take priority.)
Please get rid of the rats from the communal gardens around the blocks near Gipsy Hill.
The general overall upkeep and landscaping of the estate is dreadful all of the pathways have
overgrown grass and weeds are everywhere it would be nice to see the grass cut and the planted
areas maintained better
Northwood Way around the bin area. I have seen couple of trucks tipping refuse there all the the
time and l think they should fix CCTV footage there to capture those people.
Rodent eradication
The cleaning on the whole estate, like the rodents, and other pest that we are living in, damp in every
room the list is long.

1. Signage for different buildings. High Limes is often difficult for delivery drivers to find because of
poor signage. You could even employ residents to paint signs. 2. More public art spaces I.e mosaic,
mural etc. Which residents can get involved in. 3. Conservation of local wildlife, I.e Jay Birds. Possibly
link with Crystal Palace. 4. Spaces to hang out, benches, table tennis tables. Ideally near community
art projects. 5. Communal veggie garden. Access to fresh, home grown fruit and veg enhances
nutritional wellbeing for us cash strapped residents. 6. Gardening clubs. 7. Community companions
for local elderly. To help prevent feelings of isolation.
Under all flats put barriers up to prevent fly tipping spending money on a gate that isn’t used is
pointless.
Yes, there needs to be a group set up of residents, council and impartial community people to make
this decision. This fund is the estate's funds. It is not the council's nor the residents so I resent the
council, which has no money, and an interest in short-termism on the estate is taking the lead instead
of firstly engaging the community around this fund, before narrowing their choices in this manner.
The leaflet has not reached out to the community at large.
Maybe a swing gate for cars coming in and out of car parks to stop cars being stolen at night time or
day time and it will only allow residents in and out just need a pole to go up and down by a card like
are dor entry systems
There should be CCTV cameras around the area , car parking for residents and street lights.
No more words. We want to see ACTION. Stop the Fly tipping. Put new security systems so only
residents can Access the Estate.
Start Giving back to the residents of the central hill Estate. We want better homes, better living
conditions. Better Quality of life.
A clamp down on anti social behaviour ( biggest problem) and cctv and security , money spent on
repairs and up keep of the estate instead of demolition/ money spent on street lights on the estate
on highland road ( currently not working ) more cctv to stop the progressing anti social behaviour
Flood lights
Better lighting across the entire estate
Improve the lighting on the basketball court

